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Introduction

In the early 2000’s, a group of activists advocating the wide-spread use of cryptography and
privacy-enhancing technologies were engaging over the cypherpunks mailing-list in an effort to
create an anonymous, monitor-free digital cash. Step by step, they jointly built the ingredients
that eventually lead to the emergence of Bitcoin in 2009. In recent years more crypto-currency
variants have emerged. As of late 2017, the market cap associated with Bitcoin is over $70
billion and the total crypto-currency market cap is about twice that.
The steps leading to the construction of Bitcoin harness deep ideas and methods from published academic works. Its incredible market cap reflects the public trust in the robustness and
soundness of the technology, without any company or institution backing it.
At the core of Bitcoin is a method for reaching agreement on a shared chain of blocks where
each block contains a sequence of transactions. This core is called the Blockchain. In many
ways the Blockchain is the most intriguing and innovative aspect of Bitcoin. In this paper, we
study Blockchain through the lens of the theory of distributed computing.
To put this exploration in context, let’s take a quick perspective on the full Bitcoin approach, and explain what challenge Blockchain addresses. Bitcoin relies heavily on the idea of
computational puzzles as proof-of-work (PoW). The idea of using computational puzzles first
appeared in the pioneering work of Dwork and Naor in [17]. Similar approaches were taken to
fight email spam by forcing senders to work by Hashcash [8]. Aspnes et al. [7] suggested to
use computational puzzles for preventing Sybil attacks in a Byzantine setting.
The cypherpunks were interested in a much more ambitious use-case of crypto-puzzles
such as Hashcash, the use of computation power as means for minting crypto-currency. They
recognized that PoW provided scarcity and uniqueness, two necessary ingredients for creating
value. However, the main challenge was to provide users with a decentralized, anonymitypreserving solution to protect against double-spending. At first, this seems like a daunting
problem: How can you track spendings and preserve privacy at the same time?

A couple of ideas that eventually led to the Blockchain solution were posted to the cypherpunks mailing list. Dai proposed b-money [12], a crypto-currency system that already uses
crypto-puzzles for minting digital currency, in which participants themselves track all digital
account balances. This was not a very practical approach because it relied on a timely multicast
channel in a peer-to-peer setting, and rather than preventing double spending, involved rather
cumbersome remediation mechanisms. Szabo enhanced this idea with the Bit Gold cryptocurrency [38]. The Bit Gold system uses Haber and Stornetta’s hash-chaining [22] to create
a secure ordering of transfers, a transaction ledger. The position of a transaction in the ledger
determines the latest owner of a digital asset. The question was who is in charge of maintaining
the ledger. Bit Gold used Byzantine quorums [31] to maintain the ledger replicated among all
users. Since there was no way to validate membership in Bit Gold, quorums were not enough
to provide consistency guarantees.
The challenge of preventing double-spending in a permissionless setting thus remained
unsolved until the introduction of the Bitcoin Blockchain protocol. The last piece of a full
crypto-currency solution was finally addressed.
Blockchain uses PoW as a way to obtain several goals at once. It is a way to mint currency
but more importantly it is a key ingredient in the Bitcoin Blockchain protocol that reaches
agreement and prevents double spending. Newly minted blocks are spread among the miners
over a peer-to-peer network, and each miner keeps the longest chain as the winning chain, even
if it means overturning earlier segments of the chain. Since winning the longest chain means
solving cryptographic puzzles in each block, overturning a long tail segment is hard. For this
reason, blocks “buried” deep in a miner’s chain are typically considered committed with high
probability.

1.1

A Layered view

The Blochain technology is more than a consensus engine. Zooming out a bit, we advocate
a layered view, which decomposes Blockchain into different components that each deals with
separate concerns.
Layer-1: State-machine replication (SMR). The bottom layer is focused on an infrastructure for storing an immutable sequence of transaction-blocks among distrustful parties.
From a foundational standpoint, this layer builds a chain of consensus blocks, a problem
that has received tremendous attention in the distributed systems arena. As evidenced from
the above brief history, Bitcoin incorporates several deep ideas that have been around for quite
a while, some more than two decades. Yet the consensus engine, which achieves agreement
among distrusting parties in a scalable settings with unknown participants, seems very different
than the classical methods for Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT).
This writeup is dedicated to an exploration of the analogous replication problem model
with Byzantine fault tolerance in the distributed computing literature and relating BFT to
Blockchain.
Layer-2: Smart contracts. The middle layer takes a simple shared data structure and exposes rich, high level, business relevant abstractions. This allows users and applications to use
advanced cryptography tools to generate smart contracts [37]. Contracts allow to programatically facilitate, verify, or enforce the negotiation or performance of a business transactions.

They are embedded as Blockchain SMR commands, hence all participants in share the responsibility of executing them, their logic is immutable, and their audit-trace is open. A future
writeup will overview the foundations of this layer.
Layer-3: Services. Finally, the top layer, applications, is where the customer value is created.
There is great excitement about the possibilities that shared provenance of asset and identity
tracking brings. Not surprisingly, many of them are in the financial arena, but not only, and it
is yet to be seen what are the “killer-apps” for Blockchains.

1.2

Roadmap

In this paper, we analyze Blockchain consensus protocols in the lens of the foundations of
distributed computing. In §2, we present the algorithmic foundation of Nakamoto Consensus
(NC), explaining how it solves (with high probability) the state-machine replication (SMR)
problem. In §3, we attempt to relate NC to the classical literature on Byzantine fault tolerant
SMR (BFT). We continue in §4 to overview several approaches for bringing the two paradigms
together. We conclude in §5.

2

Nakamoto Consensus through the lens of the theory of distributed computing

Distributed protocols often have some desired properties they wish to obtain. For example,
Byzantine agreement protocols aim to solve the “consensus” problem and it is often said that
Blockchains solve the “double spending” problem. It is crucial to understand under what conditions do these protocols obtain their desired properties. In distributed computing theory we
typically start by defining an adversary model and then prove that the desired properties hold
in any execution against such an adversary.

2.1

Adversary Model

In the traditional distributed computing literature, the most common adversary assumption is
the Threshold Adversary Model. In this model there is typically an assumption of a threshold
gap between two parameters:
1. The total number of parties, often denoted by n.
2. The total number of parties the adversary can control, often denoted by f .
The typical threshold chosen is either of a minority n > 2 f or a third n > 3 f . This model is
sometimes also called the “permissioned model” to indicate that it is not the case that anyone
can join the group of n parties, but rather one needs to have a “permission to join”. Indeed in
this model we tyically assume there is a fixed set n participants.
One of the major model modifications that Bitcoin considers is the alternative Computational Threshold Adversary (CTA) model. In this model, instead of bounding the total number
of parties the adversary controls relative to the total number of parties, the model bounds the

total amount of computational power the adversary has relative to the total available computational power of all parties. To push the analogy we can formally define:
1. The total amount of computational power, denoted by NC .
2. The total amount of computational power the adversary can control, denoted by FC .
The assumption in Bitcoin is that the adversary controls a minority of computational power.
We can denote this by a threshold of Nc > 2FC . In some cases it helps to assume the adversary
controls some  fraction less than a majority, NC > 2(1 + )FC .
We note that the formal definition of “computational power” needs a concrete materialization. For example, in Bitcoin, this assumption builds on mechanisms that harnesses the
difficulty of inverting SHA1.
This model is often also called the “permissionless model” to indicate that there is no explicit membership protocol, anyone who can solve cryptographic puzzles can join the system.
A new model modification is being debated and considered lately. The idea is to bound the
adversary by allowing him a minority stake in some abstract finite resource. Indeed, instead of
bounding the relative number of parties or the relative computational power of the adversary,
one can imagine bounding some other limited resource. In a crypto-currency use case it is very
natural to use the crypto-currency itself as the limited resource.
This leads to the Stake Threshold Adversary (STA) model. In this model, there is some finite
abstract resource we will call R. Again we can define:
1. The total amount of resource R, denoted by NR .
2. The total amount of resource R that the adversary can control, denoted by FR .
For example, the underlining assumption in Ethereum’s Proof-of-Stake approach can be modeled as an adversary that controls a third of the resource R (in their case of the Ethereum
crypto-currency). We can simply denote this as a threshold assumption NR > 3FR .
In many ways this third model is a generalization of the previous two. The classic threshold
model is just a one-party one-vote resource and the computational threshold model just using
computation as the limited resource.
We note that in all three models there is a possibility to dynamically modify the parameters
as long as the threshold remains the same. These dynamic changes often bring more challenges
for protocol solutions.
An additional power of the Proof-of-Stake approach is that it allows for punishing parties
(by “slashing” their stake) if they can be publicly detected as malicious. We briefly discuss this
next.

2.2

Game theoretic model

Instead of designing protocols against a malicious adversary, an alternative approach is to design protocols that form a threshold coalition resilient equilibrium [3, 4]. In both models the
potential deviating parties are limited by a threshold. The main difference is that in the malicious model the deviating parties can act completely arbitrarily while in the game theoretic
model we often assume the deviating coalitions acts rationally while attempting to maximize
their utility.

In the crypto-currency scenario it is often natural to define the utility simply as a function of
the crypto-currency itself. The main mechanism used is the fear of punishment. This leads to
the idea of each member putting some deposit (stake) in such a way that if a deviating member
is publicly verified as malicious then its deposit can be deleted or reduced. This approach
appears in Wei Dai’s b-money [12] and in recent Casper suggestions [9].
In the rest of this section, we analyze Bitcoin in the Computational Threshold Adversary
model, and leave the game theoretic model for a future survey.

2.3

The Computational Threshold Adversary model

We now discuss the Computational Threshold Adversary model in more detail. A key element
of the CTA model is the notion of Proof-of-work (PoW): The adversary cannot prove more
work than its threshold share of computation power.
Synchrony. We note that bounding the computational power is often meaningless as PoW in
a fully asynchronous system. If network delay can be unbounded then the adversary can boost
its computational power just by making the non-faulty parties incur much higher delays. It is
therefore commonly accepted that the CTA model incorporates in it some degree of synchrony
assumptions [20, 13, 35, 6]. A more detailed analysis of network delays appears in [34]. This is
in contrast to the traditional threshold adversary model where both asynchrony and synchrony
models can be considered.
PCNELE. Bitcoin uses PoW to implement a leader election “oracle” with several interesting
properties:
• (Independence) Each party is elected independently (so multiple parties may be elected
in the same round).
• (Fairness) The probability of electing each party is proportional to its relative computational power.
• (Pre-Commit Non-Equivocation Leadership announcement) In each round, each party
commits to an action and the oracle probabilistically elects parties and announces them
and their action.
We name an oracle with these properties a Fair, Pre-Commit, Non-Equivocation, Leader
Elections (PCNELE) Oracle. The first PCNELE property, Independence, implies that in some
rounds it may elect multiple leaders. This is typically tolerated in distributed protocols, as long
as sufficiently often just one leader is elected.
The second one, Fairness, is important for many distributed protocols, e.g., for load balancing or contention resolution. It is crucial for Bitcoin’s setting because winning an Oracle
election has economical value.
The last, Pre-Commit Non-Equivocation, captures two unique functionalities. In a Byzantine fault model, just electing a leader is not enough because we want the leader to be able to
add just a single block (and not be able to send different blocks to different parties). Moreover we would like the potential leader to commit to its single block content before the election

winner(s) are announced. In particular this means the leader cannot equivocate by sending two
different messages to different parties.
Note that PCNELE is much stronger than the classic Ω Oracle that is sufficient for consensus in an asynchronous environment. This oracle is a key building block of the Nakamoto
Consensus protocol. Getting the full protocol requires just one more idea: each new block will
contain a reference to a previous block and the protocol advices to connect the new block so it
forms the longest chain. Before we get there, we discuss a concrete PCNELE implementation
via crypto-puzzles.
Implementing PCNELE using crypto-puzzles. In the CTA model, we can implement the
FPCNELE oracle using cryptographic puzzles. Such a puzzle needs to have three properties:
• (Pre-commit) Solving the puzzle requires to commit to a specific block.
• (Public verifiability) The solver of the puzzle can generate a solution certificate of his
correct solution and his committed block. This certificate can be efficiently publicly
verified.
• (Fairness) the probability of solving the puzzle (generating a solution certificate) at any
given round is proportional to the computational power of the party.
Note that this definition inherently assumes a round based model (or a partially synchronous
model).
We now detail a concrete protocol based on a very simple cryptographic puzzle (a simplification of the Bitcoin cryptographic puzzle). We use two parameters: P which is the base of
the puzzle and H which is the hardness parameter. For party with a public key i and a desired
action o to solve the puzzle it must find a number nonce such that
S HA1(P||i||o||nonce) < H
Here we use SHA1 as an example of a secure hash function. Pre-commit is obtained because the action o is embedded into the puzzle and it is computationally hard to find a collision
with another action o0 . Public verifiability is obtained, because once the party discovers an adequate nonce, then it can publish it and anyone can verify solution. Fairness is obtained under
the assumption that the cryptographic hash function is essentially a random function. So the
only solution strategy is use brute force to find the nonce.
The parameter H needs to be tuned relative to the total amount of computational power.
A large value of H will cause many parties to solve the puzzle in the same round, causing
contention. A small value of H may cause the expected time it takes to elect a leader to be too
long. Note that the election process essentially induces a Poisson process on elected parties
whose parameter depends on H.

2.4

The Nakamoto Consensus protocol - Longest Fork Wins

At its core, Nakamoto Consensus (NC) is a protocol that implements a replication of a Blockchain
by using two elegant and powerful ideas: PoW and a longest fork win (LFW) strategy.

The LFW strategy works as follows. When pre-committing a block content, a party must
also pre-commit on a reference to a previous block. The LFW rule is to always choose to
reference the longest chain.
We begin by providing an abstract solution that assumes access to an abstract FPCNELE
Oracle of the previous section. We then define what problem this solution solves. Finally we
detail a concrete example that follows the Bitcoin protocol.
An abstract NC protocol: Implementing Blockchain replication We now focus on implementing Blockchain replication assuming access to a FPCNELE Oracle.
The abstract NC protocol has just two principles:
• (New Block via FPCNELE Oracle): the Oracles allows each elected leader to announce
a single pre-committed new block.
• (Longest Fork Wins): non-faulty leaders will connect their pre-committed block to the
leaf block which forms the longest path from the genesis block.
Concretely, in each round, parties pre-commit to the FPCNELE Oracle which block they
want to add and to which existing block they want to add it to. The Oracle then announces
the set of parties that are elected (possibly none, possibly more than one) and the blocks of the
elected parties are announced.
Now that we defined the abstract NC protocol, let’s formally define what problem it solves.
Blockchain replication The core goal of state-machine replication (SMR) is to form a growing log of commands. A new command is appended to the tail of the log by a consensus
decision, and does not modify anything before the tail. We will return to the classical SMR
problem in the next section. Here, we view an even more abstract graph theoretic model.
We can view a log of commands as a dynamically growing directed path. A new command
is added by adding a new node that points to the previous last node of the path. To define a
Blockchain replication protocol we need to deal with potential forks: instances where there is
(some) uncertainty about which command it decides on. For example, there may be several
competing blocks that all point to the same parent block. To model this we need to extend the
dynamically growing directed path abstraction to a more general dynamic direct acyclic graph
model. We will call this graph G and call the root node g of G the “genesis” node. Given any
existing leaf y we can extend y with a new node x by announcing the edge y ← x. We call this
operation “announcing a new block”.
We note that while G can be an arbitrary DAG, the goal of a Blockchain protocol is to force
G to be as similar as possible to a directed path.
Blockchain Replication Properties. The goal of the Nakamoto Consensus protocol is to
implement a Blockchain replication protocol in the computational threshold adversary model.
To this end we define four desired properties:
• (Uniqueness) there is a unique deterministic function L(G) to extract a single path P =
g, a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . , ak from G. Typically L(G) is the longest path in G from the genesis (with
some tie-breaker).

• (Liveness) the path L(G) is constantly growing (this often depends on the synchrony
assumptions, for example: that a new block is added in expectation every 10 minutes).
• (Safety) If P = g, a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . , ak = L(G) is a path of length k for G and G grows to
become G0 then for any ai ∈ P the probability that ai < L(G0 ) is exponentially decreasing proportional to k − i. This is the famous “burying” property: the deeper a block is
buried in the path P the harder it is to revoke it. In bitcoin, a block is typically considered “committed” if its buried behind a chain if 6 newer blocks (= one hour’s worth of
computational puzzle solving).
• (Fairness) the proportion of nodes in P that belong to non-faulty parties is at least proportional to their relative computational power.
We note that uniqueness is typically obtained by defining L(G) as the longest path in G. If
there are several paths of maximal length then we can deterministically choose one of them.
Using a randomized tie breaker is also an option and has certain advantages (improved fairness
and resilience to selfish mining) and disadvantages (potentially slower conversion).
The liveness and fairness properties are natural: we want the unique chain to grow and we
want the proportion of blocks to represent the proportion of computational power of the parties.
The safety property is somewhat subtle. In order to make sure that a block is committed
and will not be removed with high probability one needs to wait until the block is “buried” deep
enough in the path P.
As we will later discuss, a solution for Blockchain replication can be trivially used to solve
state-machine replication: simply define the state-machine as the operations in P = L(G) after
removing the k most recent nodes in P. Note that this implementation provides safety only with
high probability.
Analyzing abstract NC If non-faulty parties follow the LFW principle, then it can be shown
that indeed the properties of Blockchain replication are held.
While Liveness and Fairness seem to follow almost directly from the FPCNELE Oracle
properties, again Safety is more subtle. Roughly speaking, the reason that a block ai that is
“buried” k blocks deep will not be replaced is that the probability that the adversary manages
to fork the chain from ai−1 and create an alternate longer chain of length k + 1 is exponentially
small as a function of k. The exponent of this property is a function of how far the adversary is
from controlling half of the computational resources.
After defining an abstract NC protocol (that uses an Oracle) and defining what problem it
solves we now describe a very simply concrete NC protocol.

2.5

Nakamoto Consensus - A concrete protocol

A concrete Nakamoto consensus protocol can be written in a single line:
• Given a party i that wants to commit a block with transactions o, let P = a1 , . . . , ak be the
longest path in G then party i attempts to solve the puzzle that will allow it to announce
the ak ← b where b is a new block that contains i public key, and o.
Concretely, find the nonce such that
S HA1(ak ||i||o||nonce) < H

The simple, single line protocol is a simplified version that captures the central idea behind
the Bitcoin’s Blockchain consensus protocol. At its core it uses Proof-of-Work to implement a
Fair Leader Election Oracle that provides non-equivocation and pre-commitment. Non-faulty
leaders are expected to always use the Longest Fork Wins rule and extend the longest path.
This in turn implies that the non-faulty parties manage to implement a Blockchain replication
protocol. Which in turn can be used to implement a state-machine replication protocol (where
safety is guaranteed with high probability). A rigorous and detailed analysis of this approach
appears in [20, 34].

3

Relating NC to BFT

When an NC leader announces a block ak ← b, it implicitly announces not just the new block
b, but also any block in {a1 , ..., ak } missing from G. By the Longest Fork Wins principle, this
leader “proposal” wins if the path a1 , ..., ak , b is L(G), i.e., the longest path in G. As mentioned
above, this is the NC solution to the classical state-machine replication (SMR) problem of
reaching agreement on a growing log of commands.
Relating this to the classical SMR literature, there is a common theme where proposals
are prioritized by leader ranks: A proposal by a highest ranking leader is accepted and forces
the leader’s log-prefix. In the BFT literature, replication consistency is maintained by two
principles:
• (Non-equivocation) leaders are prevented from equivocating, so that there is only one
possible proposal per leader per rank
• (Proposal-safety) a (higher-ranking) proposal may extend, but not modify, any lowerranking committed log prefix.
NC and BFT differ in how they accomplish these two key principles, and consequently, in
BFT having instant finality and NC not having it.
We now put aside NC and discuss the foundations of replicated services. We will get back
to relating the two approaches later.
SMR Problem Model. We start with a brief overview of state-machine replication (SMR)
and related terminology. The State-Machine-Replication (SMR) approach [28, 36] is well
known paradigm for building a fault-tolerant service, that linearizes all updates as if they occur one after another [23]. Driving an SMR service is a sequence of consensus decisions on
a growing log of state-machine operations. The parties in the protocol are called replicas, and
each state-machine replica executes the log of operations deterministically, arriving at a consistent replicated state. Here we adopt the traditional Threshold Adversary model (see §2). In
this model, a threshold of the replica set may suffer certain failures; below, we discuss both benign failures and arbitrary corruptions (Byzantine failures). For simplicity, we neglect clients
and the details by which requests arrive at replicas, and simply assume replicas have their own
inputs.
Focusing on the consensus core, the key challenge is to repeatedly reach agreement decisions among the replicas on extending the log with a new command:
• (Agreement) There is agreement on a sequence of decisions among all correct replicas.
• (Validity) Committed decisions form a monotonically growing log of commands. Each
command has been proposed by a replica. (In particular, in the Byzantine failure case,
each command must carry some replica’s signature.)
• (Liveness) If a correct replica proposes a command, then eventually some decision is
committed.

3.1

Asynchronous benign framework with N = 2F + 1

We start with the benign-failure model, which allows us to focus on Safety; we get back to
dealing with the threat of leader equivocation later, in the Byzantine-failure model.
We present a framework that borrows from the asynchronous consensus solution introduced
by Dwork, Lynch and Stockmeyer in [16], and widely employed for SMR, e.g., in Viewstamped
Replication [32], Paxos [29], Raft [33], and others. The DLS framework has the desirable
property that Agreement is kept under all scenarios, including asynchrony; liveness depends on
successfully electing a correct leader with timely communication channels to replicas.
A key concept of the framework is an explicit ranking among proposals. In DLS, ranks are
termed phases, in Paxos, they are called ballots, and in VR, views. Here we use views. Replicas
all start with an initial view, and progress from one view to the next. Commands are accepted
in the highest view to have started. In some views, a decision will be reached to extend the
log-prefix by one slot; other views will expire without a decision. Liveness relies on having a
constant fraction of the views with a good and timely leader.
Decision values are monotonically increasing: Once a certain prefix becomes committed in
a view, higher views can only extend it, but no slot in the committed log-prefix may ever be
reverted. Therefore, once a certain prefix is committed, it becomes ready for execution by the
replicas.
Algorithm 1 provides a breakdown of the framework into five abstract components: VIEW,
a scheme for prioritizing proposals; WEDGE, a mechanism for starting new views; SAFE, a
mechanism for collecting information about lower views and picking a safe value to propose
based on responses; ACCEPT, a mechanism for making an accepted leader proposal durable;
and DECIDE, a predicate for committing a decision.
Briefly, in each view there is a single designated leader (in fact, we typically identify the
leader with the view-number). The other replicas are called acceptors, they accept at most one
proposed value in the view. A replica moves to a higher view if a local timer expires.
A leader in a view ensures Validity by collecting information from a quorum that intersects
every commit quorum in lower views in at least one correct acceptor. The leader then picks
a safe log-prefix to propose, and extends it by one slot. Specifically, in a benign settings, the
algorithm works for N = 2F + 1 replicas and quorums of size N − F. The leader collects
STATUS messages from a quorum of N − F acceptors, thus intersecting the quorums of all
previous views. Among all the accepted prefixes reported to it, the leader picks the one accepted
at the highest view, if any, or an empty prefix if none. It extends the log-prefix with its own
input command, and proposes it to replicas.
Pipelining. Practical SMR solutions, such as VR/Paxos/Raft, let the leader of the current
view drive repeated extensions to the growing log. This enables an optimized pipeline of proposals: A stable leader avoids waiting for the current view to expire for each command, and
does not need to collect status messages. In this tutorial, for pedagogical reasons we will ignore
this optimization (for a discussion of this optimization, see [11]).
Correctness In a nutshell, this protocol guarantees Agreement because a leader proposes
only safe proposals: A value is safe to propose in a view if no lower view can ever decide a
conflicting value.

As for liveness, the protocol makes a decision as soon as a good view is activated, meaning
that the view-leader has timely communication with a majority quorum, none of which times
out and moves to a higher view.
Algorithm 1 Benign SMR solution skeleton with N = 2F + 1.
VIEW Initially, each replica starts in view 0. A replica starts view v + 1 if view v expires with
no progress, or if it receives any message from a view higher than its current view. The
leader for view v is the replica whose ID modulo N equals the view number. We denote
it by L(v).1
WEDGE An acceptor Q, upon starting view v, sends L(v) a message (STATUS, v, Q, H),
where H is the proposal and view number in a maximal view for which Q ever received
a proposal, or ⊥ if none received. After moving to view v, an acceptor rejects messages
from views lower than v.
SAFE L(v) waits for N − F status responses (STATUS, v, Q, HQ ). It picks a safe value S
to propose. S is the status value whose view is highest among the STATUS responses
collected, if any, or an empty log.
ACCEPT L(v) extends S with its own input value, and sends the extended prefix S ∗ to all
replicas a message (PROPOSE, v, S ∗).
An acceptor Q in view v, upon receiving a (PROPOSE, v, S ∗) message from L(v), records
v, S ∗ as the highest proposal it accepted, and sends (ACK, v, Q) to the leader.
DECIDE When N −F acceptors of any view v accepted a proposal S it becomes the committed
decision. The leader, or anyone learning this decision, broadcasts a (DECIDE, v, S ∗)
notification.

3.2

Asynchronous Byzantine framework with N = 5F + 1

The above solution works in a model where the adversary can only cause crash failures. For
the Byzantine model where the adversary can perform arbitrary actions on the faulty parties
we need to make a few adjustments. First, all messages are signed, to prevent spoofing and
to enable forwarding messages on behalf of others as proofs of safety and validity in various
steps.
Second, the quorums of the SAFE mechanism, which are used for collecting information
about lower views and picking a safe value to propose based on responses, need to be adjusted
to guarantee intersection in sufficiently many non-faulty replicas [31]. Third, the ACCEPT
component requires a mechanism that prevents a leader from equivocating and sending conflicting proposals to different parties.
The first solution we illustrate addresses these challenges simply by increasing quorum
intersection to 3F + 1. Consequently, this solution requires N = 5F + 1, and does not have
optimal resilience. Nevertheless, it is a simple adaptation of Algorithm 1, and has the benefit
of incurring linear communication complexity. Similar 5F + 1 schemes appeared in [27, 1].
Algorithm 2 below highlights the modified parts.
Algorithm 2 Byzantine SMR solution skeleton with N = 5F + 1.
VIEW Initially, each replica starts in view 0. A replica starts view v + 1 if view v expires with
no progress, or if it receives F + 1 messages (directly or indirectly) from a view higher
than its current view. The leader for view v is the replica whose ID modulo N equals the
view number. We denote it by L(v).
WEDGE An acceptor Q, upon starting view v, sends L(v) a message (STATUS, v, Q, H),
where H is the proposal and view number in a maximal view for which Q ever received
a proposal, or ⊥ if none received. After moving to view v, an acceptor rejects messages
from views lower than v.
SAFE L(v) waits for N − F status responses (STATUS, v, Q, HQ ). It picks a safe value S to
propose. S is the proposal whose view is highest such that 2F + 1 replicas accepted it in
the view, if any, or ⊥ if none received.
ACCEPT L(v) extends S with its own input value, and sends the extended prefix S ∗ to all
replicas a message (PROPOSE, v, S ∗). It attaches to its proposal a proof of safety, e.g.,
the collection of STATUS messages.
An acceptor Q in view v, upon receiving a (PROPOSE, v, S ∗) message from L(v) for the
first time, verifies the proposal validity and then records v, S ∗ as the highest proposal it
accepted, and sends (ACK, v, Q) to the leader.
DECIDE When N −F acceptors of any view v accepted a proposal S it becomes the committed
decision. The leader, or anyone learning this decision, broadcasts a (DECIDE, v, S )
notification.

A brief note about correctness of this Byzantine protocol. It guarantees agreement because
each two quorums intersect in 3F + 1 replicas, and 2F + 1 of them are correct. Therefore, if a

decision is made in a view, a higher view intersects it in 2F + 1 responses. Furthermore, in a
system of N = 5F + 1, no other value can appear 3F + 1 times. Similar to the benign case, the
protocol is live if a correct leader has timely links with a quorum.

3.3

Synchronous Byzantine framework with N = 3F + 1

We can adapt Algorithm 2 to a synchronous settings, such that the resulting synchronous algorithm requires only N = 3F + 1 replicas, instead of N = 5F + 1. We do not repeat the algorithm,
and instead we just highlight the adaptations.
In a synchronous setting, a party can collect messages from all non-faulty replicas by waiting the appropriate number of maximal transmission durations.
The leader sends a signed PROPOSE. A replica accepts the first PROPOSE message it
receives and “echoes” it–adding its own signature–to all other replicas in a PROPOSE message.
After it accepts a proposal, a replica waits for echoes from all other replicas. A replica
DECIDES if it hears N − F PROPOSE messages with the same value and does not hear any
PROPOSE message with a different value.
For a decision to be safe, the SAFE component requires a new leader to choose the value
whose view is highest in which F + 1 replicas accepted an identical value, if any, or ⊥ if none
received.
Briefly, this algorithm maintains Agreement because a decision is reached in a round in
which all correct replicas accept some proposal and no correct replica accepts a different proposal. Because correct replicas always respond in time, a leader of a higher round picking
among STATUS messages the highest view in which F + 1 replicas accepted an identical value
is guaranteed to choose this value as the only safe possibility.

3.4

Byzantine frameworks with optimal resilience

The two Byzantine protocols above do not have optimal resilience. To obtain a protocol for
N = 3F + 1 for the asynchronous model, and likewise, N = 2F + 1 for the synchronous model,
the trick is to replace the leader’s broadcast with a protocol that provides two guarantees. One,
the leader cannot equivocate. And two, every non-faulty replica that echoes a leader proposal
can prove that it is unique. Obtaining these two properties typically requires replacing the
trivial leader broadcast with a two-round protocol [14].
Asynchronous Byzantine framework with N = 3F + 1: In the asynchronous model, the
leader protocol works in two-phases as follows. In the first phase, the leader sends a signed
proposal tagged PRE-PROPOSE. Replicas echo–adding their own signature–the first leader’s
PRE-PROPOSE message they receive either directly from the leader, or in a PRE-PROPOSE
message they receive from other replicas. In the second phase, upon receiving the same value
in either 2F + 1 PRE-PROPOSE messages, or F + 1 PROPOSE messages, replicas echo with
a signed PROPOSE message and accept the proposal.
Upon accepting a PROPOSE value from the 2-phase broadcast protocol, replicas proceed
to process the message as a leader proposal. Specifically, a decision is reached in a view (as
usual) upon receiving N − F PROPOSE messages for a value.
For a decision to be safe, the SAFE component requires a new leader to choose the value
whose view is highest, such that either (i) F + 1 replicas sent a PROPOSE message with the

value, if any, or (ii) 2F + 1 replicas sent a PRE-PROPOSE for it, if any, or (iii) F + 1 replicas
sent a PRE-PROPOSE for it, if any. It chooses ⊥ if non such value is received.
For further details of folding this leader broadcast protocol into the SMR full protocol, we
refer to the PBFT protocol of Castro and Liskov [10]. Note that, the communication complexity here is quadratic, and matches the communication lower bound of Dolev, Reischuk and
Strong [15].
Synchronous Byzantine framework with N = 2F + 1: In synchronous settings, we can
implement the leader’s broadcast protocol using two all-to-all exchanges as follows.
In the first phase, the leader broadcasts a PRE-PROPOSE value. Replicas echo to all other
replicas–adding their own signature–the first leader PRE-PROPOSE message they receive.
In the second phase, a replica accepts a value if all PRE-PROPOSE echoes (of which there
are at least F + 1) match. Note that, due to synchrony, if two correct replicas echo conflicting
PRE-PROPOSE values, no correct replica will accept any value.
Upon accepting a value, a replica broadcasts to all other replicas a PROPOSE messages that
carries the value it accepted, along with a proof of its validity, e.g., F +1 signed PRE-PROPOSE
echoes.
It should be obvious from the above discussion that if any value is proposed by a correct
replica, then it is unique. Furthermore, in that case, there may be no valid PROPOSE with
a conflicting value. Therefore, a decision can be reached in a view upon receiving F + 1
PROPOSE messages carrying an identical value.
For this decision to be safe, upon starting a new view a replica broadcasts a PRE-STATUS
message containing the last value it accepted, if any, along with a proof of its safety. It waits
for all other PRE-STATUS messages and keeps among the valid ones the one whose view
is highest. The SAFE component requires a new leader to choose the value whose view is
highest which a single replica proposed, if any, or ⊥ if either conflicting ones received or none
received. The leader attaches to a PRE-PROPOSE messages a proof of safety, e.g., F + 1
STATUS messages.
Briefly, this algorithm maintains Agreement because if any correct replica sends PROPOSE,
no conflicting valid PROPOSE exists. The leader cannot hide the proposed value because all
correct replicas will receive a PRE-STATUS message about it.
This synchronous N = 2F + 1 paradigm appears in [2]. A slightly different leader-based solution paradigm called XFT, which guarantees safety against Byzantine failures in synchronous
settings, is given by Liu et al. in [30]. A framework for several of these trade-offs is provided
in [5].

3.5

Back to Nakamoto Consensus

We now get back to the world of parties that solve computation puzzles instead of replicas, and
a Computational Threshold Adversary instead of a Threshold Adversary.
At first sight, Nakamoto Consensus (NC) seems very different than traditional SMR protocols. Instead of an explicit safe value selection scheme it just uses Longest Fork Wins to
prioritize the currently longest “proposed” chain. Instead of using explicit quorum to guarantee
that decision persists, NC uses synchrony assumptions and cryptographic puzzles to progressively make decisions harder to revoke.

Nevertheless in this section we attempt to view NC in the SMR framework we have just
detailed. This exercise highlights many of the similarities. Algorithm 3 illustrates how NC
(almost) implements the necessary ingredients we characterized above.
In NC, the notion of a view number (and implicit proposal rank) translates into chain-length;
the longer the chain, the higher the rank (with ties broken by some deterministic rule). Like
BFT, initially, each party starts in view 0 and moves from one view to the next. A leader of
view v is a party solving a puzzle for a chain of length v − 1, which it announces in a PROPOSE
message sent to everyone. The Computational Threshold adversary captures the guarantee of
having a constant fraction of the views with a good and timely leader. Indeed, in NC, if an
adversary takes control of more than 50% of the computation power in the network, it can
theoretically prevent progress: By forking blocks buried at arbitrary level, it can prevent any
block from ever becoming finalized.
Similar to BFT solutions, the NC PROPOSE message is self-validating and causes other
parties to move to view v when they receive this announcement, and subsequently reject messages from lower views. Different from BFT, there is no explicit collection of STATUS responses, nor explicit proof of safety of the proposal. Nevertheless, NC obtains Agreement
(with high probability), and we now explain the relation to STATUS messages and quorums.
The key observation is that a party acceptance is implicit by the collaborative work represented in a puzzle solution. More specifically, recall that we model a Fair PCNELE Oracle
model in §2 as choosing only one (or a few) blocks to extend G out of all the parties attempting to. Since all parties wish their proposal to win longest path of G, a block announcement
av−1 ← b that extends the current longest path a1 , ..., av−1 in G to length v represents the collective “acceptance” of this path by many parties presenting proposed blocks to the Oracle.
Indeed, if a party tried to introduce a path that replaces the last  blocks of L(G), it would need
to win the oracle’s choice  times. This occurs with probability that decays exponentially with
. Thus, the PCNELE selection policy incentivizes parties to accept G and extend L(G), rather
than replacing any part of it.
In summary, a PoW av−1 ← b, although not a strict proof of acceptance by a quorum of the
parties, is a statistical tallying of their acceptances of a1 , ..., av−1 . Hence, while Validity is not
strictly guaranteed, the probability of replacing a block buried  levels deep is exponentially
diminishing with . As a corollary, Agreement on blocks buried k level deep in L(G) holds with
high probability.

Algorithm 3 NC in the view of the Threshold Adversary framework.
VIEW Initially, each party starts in view 0. By the “longest-chain-wins” principle, upon receiving an announcement that extends L(G) to length v, a party moves to view v if it is
currently in a lower view.
A party becomes a leader L(v) for view v when solves the puzzle that allows it to announce into G a block av−1 ← b, such that b forms a chain a1 ← ... ← av−1 ← b of length
v. Note that this leader is not necessarily unique, so there may be multiple leaders for
view v, and multiple proposals with the same view.
WEDGE Upon starting a new view, a party chooses to work on the puzzle at the end of L(G).
By the “longest-chain-wins” principle, after moving to view v, a party rejects messages
from views lower than v.
SAFE Successfully solving the puzzle at the end of L(G) implicitly and statistically represents
acceptance of L(G) by a large fraction of parties.
ACCEPT A leader L(v) announces to all parties a block av−1 ← b that extends L(G) to length
v. A party chooses to work on the puzzle at the end of L(G), implicitly conveying acceptance.
DECIDE A party in view v may decide on the block at position v −  in L(G), the longest chain
in G. With probability proportional to , this block will not be overturned by any future
insertions to G.

4

Combining NC with BFT

In this section we discuss emerging approaches to combine NC with BFT. Such hybrid solutions
address the deficiencies in either arena, and bring the combined benefits of both worlds.
We begin by underscoring challenges of either paradigm.

4.1

Blockchain replication challenges

While Blockchain replication can be used to implement state-machine replication, this implementation has several limitations.
Lack of finality Blockchain replication suffers from a long-term deficiency where there is
always the risk that a block will be un-committed. In fact the formal safety seems to require
infinite executions and to assume that the relative minority computational bound of the adversary will remain true till infinity. In practice this raises many concerns: what if after some safe
period an adversary acquires more than half of the relative computational power and reverts all
the transactions?
Commit Latency Blockchain replication suffers from a short-term deficiency. Even if we
assume infinite execution and are willing to assume that a block that is buried by an hour’s
worth of cryptographic puzzles is completely safe, this still means we need to wait an hour! In
fact one of the biggest advantages of BFT protocols is that they provide “instant finality”. This
is a property that the NC does not achieve.
Selfish Mining This is an attack on the fairness property first suggested by Eyal and Sirer
[19]. This attack is related to the incentives behind publishing PoW puzzles immediately when
they are solved.

4.2

BFT State-machine replication challenges

State-machine replication with Byzantine fault tolerance brings many advantages. Unlike NC,
it does not suffer from lack of finality. On the contrary, once a block is committed it can never
be revoked. Moreover, modern BFT SMR systems have very low latency and high throughput.
In particular these systems are often tuned to provide high performance in the common, failurefree case. Even in a WAN deployment with tens of servers these systems typically manage to
commit hundreds (if not thousands) of operations per second in good network conditions and
failure free executions.
The permissionless model of NC allows for a much larger set of replicas. It is commonly
believed that there are at least several thousands of miners implementing the BitCoin NC replication protocol.
While BFT SMR protocols seem to work well for few tens of servers, scaling these solutions
to hundreds or even thousands of replicas raises new challenges.

4.3

Bridging the two paradigms

We proceed to mention a few approaches to combine both the NC and BFT techniques to
overcome the above challenges.
The Ethereum Casper [9] approach harnesses BFT to deal with the lack of finality in NC.
Casper sets up a trusted committee of validators, who may be selected by placing a security
deposit. The committee post-validates NC blocks (buried to a certain depth) via a BFT protocol.
Only after a path is validated by the committee it is considered committed. In this approach,
the NC chain can be viewed as a client sending a stream of requests to a permissioned BFT
engine. Note that due to the slow cadence of requests (e.g., an Ethereum average block time is
14 seconds), the BFT protocol can work in essentially synchronous mode.
Another approach uses NC to elect a rotating committee, and then the committee is responsible for deciding on blocks to add to the chain. The first step in this approach was BitCoin-NG
[18], they suggest that after a leader is elected it continues to perform micro-transactions. ByzCoin [26] took this idea a step further, and defined a committee of size C simply as the last C
elements in the NC chain. ByzCoin suggests that this committee then proceeds to use PBFT
to drive micro-transactions. One challenge is that committee members themselves may not be
finalized. To remedy this, a similar approach is taken by Hybrid Consensus [35], where the
committee C is chosen as the members that are buried 2C to C + 1 in the NC chain. In addition to finality of decisions, the benefit of this approach is that the BFT engine provides faster
turnaround of (finalized) decisions.
A third approach introduced in Solidus [6] builds the Blockchain itself by consensus and
does not use LFW at all. It uses PoW as a way to both mint new currency and rotate a committee. A newly minted block does not win by LFW, instead it needs to go through consensus
approval by the existing committee in order to be added to the Blockchain. Once a block is
added to the chain, it also rotates the committee (similar to Byzcoin and HC), i.e., the new element gets admitted to the committee, and the oldest element retired. Like the above approaches,
Solidus provides finality and low latency. In addition, in Solidus the details of reconfiguring
the committee members are weaved into the Blockchain protocol and are based on traditional
SMR-BFT reconfiguration approaches.
Scaling Byzantine agreement through a randomized sample of a sub-committee is, in itself, a known idea (see, e.g., [25]). A vulnerability of all committee-based approaches is that
an adversary can mount a targeted attack on the (smaller) set of committee members. Cryptographic techniques were introduced in [24] to hide the committee selection against such a
rushing adversary. More recently, Algorand [21] uses Proof-of-Stake coupled with verifiable
random functions (VRF) to secure a randomized selection of committee members in permissionless setting. Algorand further mitigates vulnerability by having each committee determine
only one block, and converging in one communication step by each member.

5

Concluding Remarks

In this tutorial, we discussed the foundational aspect of Blockchain as a Byzantine fault-tolerant
state-machine-replication engine.
We first provided a foundational breakdown of NC as a randomized protocol in the synchronous settings. We introduced the abstractions of a randomized oracle, that selects a small
number of requests to extend a directed graph. We then expressed NC as a simple combination

of two principles, request to extend the longest chain in the graph, and accept the longest chain
as winning.
We then introduced a general framework for classical BFT solutions that preserves two
key safety properties: Validity and Agreement. It builds around a view by view solution that
explicitly collect information from a quorum of parties, and determines a proper way to the log
from one view to the next. We used the framework to relate NC to classical BFT solutions.
The NC oracle, by admitting only a small selection of requested block additions, implicitly
performs approximate quorum collection.
An exciting emerging direction is to bring the two worlds together. We provided a glimpse
into several ideas for “hybrid” solutions.
As discussed in the introduction, the SMR engine of the Blockchain provides only the base
layer for the Blockchain stack. Future tutorials may cover the smart contract layer, where there
are fascinating connections between this service logic layer and parallel advances in the area of
removing trust from centralized implementations.
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